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Bitcoin Gaining Store-of-Value 
- Bitcoin and crypto market gaining hard-currency macro favor
- Gaining favor vs. negative yields, MMT
- Extended prices? Transactions are too low, volatility too high
- Bitcoin, cryptos meet retracement resistance
- The broad crypto market has little hope without higher bitcoin
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Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index (BGCI) 
May +58.1%, 2019 +72.0 thru June 4 
Bitcoin:  May +62.3%, 2019 +108.3%, thru June 4  

That Sound You Heard? More Bitcoin 
Credibility as Digital Money 

(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- Bitcoin and the crypto market 
should remain dominated by speculators susceptible to 
the path of least resistance, but it's gaining "sound 
money" accolades. Our short-term indicators signal a 
preference to avoid the fear of missing out (FOMO). Led 
by Bitcoin, crypto prices are extended by most measures. 
If a new bull market is sustained, we expect more base 
building to occur. In the bigger picture, Bitcoin is leading 
the crypto-market charge toward alternative, digital-age 
sound money vs. negative interest rates in an increasing 
number of counties. 

Bitcoin, 10 years since inception, will continue to gain 
traction as a unique asset class, in our view. Volatility 
should continue to decline, but is increasing recently, 
indicating caution for further price advances. Lagging 
transactions are also cautionary. 

Improving Macro Backdrop 

Bitcoin and Crypto Market Gaining Hard-Currency 
Macro Favor. Bitcoin will continue to gain favor, as we 
see it, with easier monetary policies and increasing debt 
burdens. Negative interest rates in Japan and Germany, 
joining Switzerland, on the back of prospects of Federal 
Reserve rate cuts and the increasing popularity of 
Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) favor sound money and 
stores of value.  

Macroeconomic Landscape Favors Bitcoin, Cryptos.  
The macroeconomic foundation is firming for Bitcoin and 
the crypto market. Our graphic depicts the recovering 
Bitcoin price and Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index along 
with gold's price, stock-market volatility and futures 
shifting to expectations of Fed easing. The one-year fed 
funds futures spread began pricing for a rate cut in 
January as Bitcoin bottomed. 

Bitcoin, Gold Bottoming with Shift to Rate Cuts 

Getting past the stage of deflating the 2017 frenzy, 
Bitcoin is maturing into a digital version of gold. Rapidly 
advancing technology, increasing adoption and limited 
supply support its price. Dominated by speculators and 
extended in the shorter term based on most of our 
indicators, the Bitcoin alternative asset store-of-value 
macro foundation is firming. 

Bitcoin Gaining Favor vs. Negative Yields, MMT. 
Negative interest rates are a primary difference vs. last 
year that supports Bitcoin and crypto prices. Last June, 
the Swiss 10-year yield was a major negative-yielding 
standout. Now Japanese and German government-bond 
investors have to pay to lend. Expanding global 
quantitative easing and growing interest in Modern 
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Monetary Theory, notably in the U.S., are sound-money 
supportive. With its shrinking supply (expected to halve 
next year), Bitcoin increasingly fills this role, which is still 
dominated by gold. 

Negative Yields Boosting Bitcoin Price  

Bitcoin has recovered toward $9,000 since trading at 
about $7,500 at the start of June 2018. Gold has barely 
budged from $1,300 an ounce, which emphasizes some 
key store-of-value attributes of Bitcoin -- the newer, more 
interesting asset and a better performer. 

Bitcoin Gains Sound-Money Status vs. U.S. Debt. 
Increasing U.S. debt-to-GDP, with little end in sight, is 
supporting Bitcoin's price. When the first-born crypto 
began trading in 2009, total debt was almost 70% to 
GDP, with gold trading at $900 an ounce. With debt 
above the 100% level now, gold has advanced about 
50%, but has stagnated for six years with dollar 
appreciation and Bitcoin gaining attention. There's little 
doubt Bitcoin is gaining favor, notably among the 
younger, more tech-savvy. Our graphic depicts part of the 
macroeconomic reason -- rapidly increasing U.S. debt 
despite a growing economy. 

Bitcoin Advancing With U.S. Debt-to-GDP 

Potentially akin to email vs. snail mail, Bitcoin may not be 
practical for day-to-day transactions. Yet as a store-of-
value it has many favorable attributes, notably portability 
and limited supply. 

'Meh' - Market Indicators 

Bitcoin Rally? Transactions Are Too Low, Volatility 
Too High. Unless it's different this time, some primary 
Bitcoin price companions indicate price appreciation 
should be limited, at least in the near term. Elevated 
volatility and prices vs. consistent means in the midst of 
subdued transactions indicate that speculators are too 
optimistic, as we see it. 

Indicators Similar to Before Past Two Corrections. 
Bitcoin's price is elevated, based on our primary 
indicators. Recently exceeding 80% above its 20-week 
average, with the 10-day average of adjusted 
transactions from Coinmetrics lagging behind, prompts 
shorter-term caution. Relative to its 20-week mean, our 
graphic depicts Bitcoin in a similar situation as November 
2015 and June 2016, just before corrections back to this 
mean. Trailing transaction count is a primary difference 
this time. 

Bitcoin Price Appears Elevated 

On a quarterly basis, the Bitcoin price is 0.95 correlated 
to the 10-day average of transactions since January 
2014. For comparison, the correlation to the MVIS 
CryptoCompare Digital Assets 100 is 0.94. The 20-week 
Bitcoin average has been a good trend indicator. It's 
heading higher, but near $5,100 vs. $7,600 on June 4.  

High Volatility Indicative of Excess Speculation. 
Excessive speculation needs to be cleansed for an 
enduring Bitcoin-price and crypto-market recovery, in our 
view. Bitcoin's 30-day volatility reading near 100% has 
rarely been exceeded in the past four years, except for 
the parabolic frenzy about two years ago. August 2017 
marked the highest volatility in two years as Bitcoin broke 
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above $3,000. Adding legitimacy to this measure of 
excessive speculation, the low in the correction was 
about $3,100; the market simply returned to the price 
area that sparked the frenzy. 

Bitcoin Volatility Points to Speculative Excesses 

In December, volatility peaked near 100% as the market 
bottomed. As we expect volatility to continue to decline 
with maturation, the recent recovery is a disconcerting 
trend for the path from speculative digital assets to 
become proper currencies.  

Bitcoin-Sentiment Indicator Trending Positive. Bitcoin 
should remain on an upward trajectory, with our graphic 
showing a clear uptrend in the 50-day average divided by 
the 200-day norm of Orenda's sentiment indicator. This 
measure was a consistent bear-market indicator last year. 
On an auto-scale basis from February 2018, good Bitcoin 
price support should come in just above $6,500. This is 
also about the most widely traded area since the end of 
2017. 

Bitcoin Should Find Support Near $6,500; Sentiment 

Still-Elevated Bitcoin Shorts Keeping a Bid Below the 
Market. Bitcoin's price should continue to appreciate until 
the high level of short positions declines, if history is a 
guide. Our measure of shorts, which includes listed 
futures (CME) and crypto exchanges from 
Tradingview.com, has declined from a record high in early 
May, but is still near levels where the price typically has 
limited ability to decline. Early April was the most recent 
example where shorts first sustained above current 
levels. Prices have appreciated since. 

Plenty of Bitcoin Shorts Supporting Prices 

Indicating extremely negative sentiment, elevated shorts 
portend an end to the bear market, in our view. They also 
represent increasing market participation, maturation and 
more tools for trading, which should limit parabolic moves 
and suppress volatility.  

Broad Subjectivity to Bitcoin 

The Broad Crypto Market Has Little Hope Without 
Higher Bitcoin. Indicating increasing adult supervision – 
institutional investors vs. retail speculators -- Bitcoin is 
gaining favor, but also adding risk to the broader crypto 
market. Bitcoin is running into layers of retracement 
resistance and increasing broad-market-beta risk on the 
way down.  

Bitcoin, Cryptos Meet Retracement Resistance.  
Returning to the 38% retracement mark from the August 
2017 breakout to the peak, Bitcoin and the crypto market 
have run into layers of resistance. Our graphic depicts the 
bulk of the 2017 parabolic rally beginning with Bitcoin first 
breaching $3,000 and the full Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto 
Index (BGCI) history. Bitcoin has plenty of resistance to 
chop through -- the halfway mark is near $10,700. If 
Bitcoin has limited upside, the broad market should be 
worse off. 
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Little Broad Market Hope Without Higher Bitcoin 

Showing divergent weakness to the first-born crypto, the 
BGCI remains below its 24% retracement mark. 
Indicating speculative excesses, August 2017 was the 
first time in over two years that Bitcoin's 30-day volatility 
topped 90%. Also adding legitimacy to this time frame, 
the $3,000 pivot then was the approximate correction 
low.  

Tether, Bitcoin SV Are Market-Cap Notables. Bitcoin 
SV, the best performer on a one-month basis, is a prime 
example of the nascent stage of cryptos. The most recent 
significant hard fork of Bitcoin, SV has leaped to No. 8, as 
its primary creator (Craig Wright) gains traction in his 
claims to be the creator of Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto. 
SV, short for "Satoshi's vision," also represents the 
rapidly increasing supply headwind for the broader 
market. 

Market-Cap Leaders: SV, Binance Coin and Tether 

Binance Coin is advancing partly due to its connection 
with the Binance exchange, leaving the tenacity of Tether 
as one of this year's standouts. Getting past the 
allegations of New York's attorney general with 
appreciating market cap is a sign of strength for all 
cryptos, as we see it.  

{CRYP} Page on the Bloomberg Terminal 

As of the morning of June 5, 2019 EDT

{BI COMD} Cryptos, Under Data Library 
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